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Abstract—Deformation field estimation is an important and
challenging issue in many medical image registration applica-
tions. In recent years, deep learning technique has become a
promising approach for simplifying registration problems, and
has been gradually applied to medical image registration. How-
ever, most existing deep learning registrations do not consider
the problem that when the receptive field cannot cover the
corresponding features in the moving image and the fixed image,
it cannot output accurate displacement values. In fact, due to the
limitation of the receptive field, the 3× 3 kernel has difficulty in
covering the corresponding features at high/original resolution.
Multi-resolution and multi-convolution techniques can improve
but fail to avoid this problem. In this study, we constructed
pyramidal feature sets on moving and fixed images and used the
warped moving and fixed features to estimate their ”residual”
deformation field at each scale, called the Pyramidal Residual
Deformation Field Estimation module (PRDFE-Module). The ”to-
tal” deformation field at each scale was computed by upsampling
and weighted summing all the ”residual” deformation fields at all
its previous scales, which can effectively and accurately transfer
the deformation fields from low resolution to high resolution and
is used for warping the moving features at each scale. Simulation
and real brain data results show that our method improves the
accuracy of the registration and the rationality of the deformation
field.
Index Terms—Deep Learning, Registration, Pyramidal Feature
Warping, Residual Deformation Field
I. INTRODUCTION
DEFORMABLE registration is a fundamental task invarious medical imaging studies and has been a topic
of active research for decades. In deformable registration, a
dense, nonlinear correspondence is established between a pair
of images, such as 3D magnetic resonance (MR) brain scans.
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Typically, deformable registration is solved by numerical opti-
mization for each volume pair by aligning voxels with similar
appearance such as mean square error (MSE) and normalized
mutual information (NMI) while enforcing constraints on
the registration mapping [1] - [3]. Unfortunately, solving a
pairwise optimization can be computationally intensive and
therefore slow in practice.
To address the potential shortcomings of manual registra-
tion, deep learning techniques are being increasingly used for
medical image registration [4] - [20]. Although supervised
deep learning may still rely on ground truth voxel mappings,
which has to be predicted from existing registration algorithms
[4] - [6], synthetic methods [7] - [9] or generative adversarial
networks [10], deep learning has changed the landscape of
image registration research. Ever since the success of spatial
transformer network (STN [11]), unsupervised deep learning
techniques have allowed for state-of-the-art performance in
many registration tasks. For example, unsupervised registration
networks make a straightforward prediction for the deforma-
tion field between intensity images [12] or the corresponding
features [13] based on the U-net structure. Weakly supervised
methods attempt to learn the correspondences between more
global or structural information of the images rather than that
for voxel-level information, such as aligning the contours of
the myocardium [14] and the segmentation of the prostate [15].
Furthermore, some efforts have been made on the smoothness
and rationality of the network output deformation field. Some
of them introduce some constraints, such as the Inverse-
Consistent [16] and Cycle-Consistent constraints [17]. Some
learn a latent space of transformation parameters with low-
rank [18] or diffeomorphic properties [19] [20] to guarantee
the reasonability for the large displacements.
The accuracy of registration depends on its ability to find the
corresponding points in moving and fixed images regardless
of the type of deep learning registration methods. However, all
the above methods ignore a key issue: a correct displacement
can be output only when the receptive field of the convolution
kernel can cover the corresponding points in moving and fixed
images (Fig. 1). Intuitively, if an image is ×16 downsampled,
a kernel with a size of 3 × 3 can cover a size of 48 × 48
receptive field and easily find the corresponding points for
most registration cases. However, a 3 × 3 kernel may not be
able to cover the corresponding structures/features that are far
away in the moving and fixed image when aligning an image
at the original resolution. Consequently, no information can be
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2conveyed for learning and output accurate deformation fields,
and the gradient descent will remain in a poor local minimum.
Typically, multiresolution and multiple convolutions can ex-
pand the receptive field, which can alleviate but not avoid the
above problem, especially in the case of high resolution.
moving
fixed
(0.8,
0.5)
Deformation
field
Figure 1: Prerequisites for outputting the correct deformation
field. Blue and Orange triangle are the corresponding struc-
tures in moving and fixed images.
In the past two years, the idea of warping first appeared
in optical flow estimation [21] - [25]. The effectiveness of
the idea of warping was proved from the beginning of image
warping [21] [22] to the subsequent feature warping [23] -
[25]. In the context of optical flow estimation, voxels in the
images are highly correlated with each other both spatially
and temporally. Conversely, in the case of image registration,
the relationships between the corresponding voxels/structures
are more complex without intuitively spatial or temporal
regularity, which greatly increases the difficulty of accurately
estimating the deformation field. A pioneered work [26] was
proposed in this area, which estimated the total deformation
field on each scale from the warped moving features and fixed
features. However, two issues need to be further explained:
first is when estimating the total deformation field on high
resolution, the problem that the receptive field cannot cover
the corresponding features still exists. In addition, all the
above feature/image warping methods directly upsample the
low-resolution deformation field to warp its subsequent high-
resolution features but do not consider the problem that the
amplitude of deformation fields needs to be also doubled in
addition to its size. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately
transfer the deformation field estimated at a low resolution
to its subsequent high-resolution features. For example, if the
value of the deformation field at a low-resolution point is 2, the
value of the deformation field at that point should be doubled
to 4 instead of 2 after upsampling. Otherwise, the points at
the low resolution cannot be deformed to the correct specified
position after the upsampling process, which greatly reduces
the accuracy of the deformation field estimation.
Some cascaded/stacked networks [27] - [30] have been
proposed to solve the above problem of the receptive field of
convolution kernel in another way. They manually construct a
series of images {I1, ..., In} to describe the complex deforma-
tion process of moving and fixed images step by step. Then
n−1 are cascaded to progressively learn the complex transfor-
mation relationships between moving and fixed images. The
kth CNN with the inputs of Ik and Ik+1 only needs to learn a
limited distance of the corresponding structures in moving and
fixed images. For example, Deep Learning Image Registration
(DLIR) [27] cascades affine and nonlinear networks and trains
them one by one, that is, after fixing the weights of previous
cascades. Volume Tweening Network (VTN) [28] jointly trains
the cascades, whereas all successively warped images are
measured by the similarity compared with the fixed image.
Recursive Cascaded Networks [29] enlarge the number of
cascades and only measure the similarity of the final cascade.
A morphological simplification network (MS-Net) [30] is an-
other type of cascaded network, which gradually warps cortex-
folding patterns rather than images. In conclusion, the above
deep learning registration methods are devoted to simplify
the large deformation on a carefully handcrafted space and
suffer from the following limitation: inaccurate deformation
field estimation at a cascade/stack will lead to artifacts in
the warped moving image/features and be propagated into the
following cascade/stack registration. Each cascade/stack input,
the time for early stopping, and the weights between each
cascade/stack loss require to be carefully handcrafted.
In the present study, we proposed a simple but effec-
tive module with clear interpretability, called a Pyramidal
Residual Deformation Fields Estimation Module (PRDFE-
Module). First, instead of an image pyramid, we train a
pyramidal feature descriptor that resembles image similarity
for establishing a robust correspondence. The image pair is
transformed from the spatial domain to a learnable feature
space in forms of two pyramids of multiscale feature maps.
Second, a feature warping module is established at each scale
of the moving feature pyramid to gradually warp the moving
features to the fixed features. Third, a residual deformation
estimation and propagation module computes two deformation
fields involving in the feature warping module: one is the
residual deformation field; the other is the total deformation
field. The former comes from convolutional output of the
concatenated fixed and warped moving features. The latter,
which is used for warping the moving features of the next
scale, comes from the weighted summation from residual
deformation fields of all previous scales after resampling.
Finally, when the deformation field has the same resolution
as the input image, it serves as the output deformation field
of the network to warp the moving image. In this way, the
calculated loss function between the warped image and the
fixed image is used to train the entire network. The benefits
of our proposed module are obvious:
• Facilitates the corresponding feature finding in the
receptive field: Regardless of feature warping or residual
deformation field estimation, the final goal is to make
the corresponding features in moving and fixed images
easy to find in a limited size of receptive field on each
scale. The estimation of the residual deformation field
can split large and complex deformation into a series of
small and local ones, ensuring that the displacements of
warped moving and fixed features are small and within
the range of the receptive field, especially for high-
3Figure 2: The overview of our proposed PRDFE-Module on the basis of U-net (3 layers for example).
resolution estimation.
• Effectively transfers low-resolution deformation fields
to high-resolution ones: In our module, the output/total
deformation field at each scale is the weighted sum
of residual deformation fields at all previous scales. In
other words, we enlarge not only the size of the residual
deformation field but also its magnitude value. Such
weighted summation ensures that the residual deforma-
tion fields can warp features to the correct positions after
upsampling and ensures the accuracy of the deformation
field when it is transferred from low resolution to high
resolution.
II. METHOD
The goal of image registration is to determine a deformation
field φ : R3 → R3 that warps a moving image Imoving ∈ R3
to a fixed image Ifixed ∈ R3. Fig.2 presents an overview of
our method. On the basis of U-net, Shared-Weight Pyramidal
Feature Descriptor, Feature Warping Module, and Residual
Deformation Field Estimation and Propagation Module are
embedded. Shared-Weight Pyramidal Feature Descriptor
encodes Imoving and Ifixed respectively into two pyra-
mids of multi-scale features {FEk (Imoving, k = 1, ...,K)}
and {FEk (Ifixed, k = 1, ...,K)}; Feature Warping Module
warps each scale of features on the pyramid FEk (Imoving)
with the deformation field φk; Residual Deformation Field
Estimation Module estimates and propagates the residual
deformation field from the warped moving and fixed features.
The above modules can be directly applied into an unsuper-
vised network, such as VoxelMorph [12], with the intensity
images as inputs or a weakly-supervised network, such as the
network in [15] with the intensity images and segmentations
as training inputs.
A. Shared-Weight Pyramidal Feature Descriptor
Fig. 2 shows that encoding is a two-stream subnetwork, in
which the filter weights are shared across the two streams.
Each of them functions as a pyramidal feature descriptor
that transforms an image to a pyramid of multiscale features
FEk (I) from the highest spatial resolution (k = 1) to
the lowest spatial resolution (k = K). To generate feature
representation at the kth scale FEk (I), we use cascaded
convolution and pooling layers by a downsample factor of 2 at
the (k−1)th pyramid level. The Pyramidal Feature Descriptor
can be enhanced with ResNet or DenseNet connections.
B. Feature Warping Module
Deformation field inference becomes more challenging if
Imoving and Ifixed are captured far away from each other
because a correspondence can only be found in the lo-
cal receptive fields of a convolution layer. Inspired by the
use of image warping to address large deformation in con-
ventional registration methods, we proposed to reduce fea-
ture–space distance between {FEk (Imoving, k = 1, ...,K)}
and {FEk (Ifixed, k = 1, ...,K)} through the Feature Warp-
ing layer. {FEk (Imoving, k = 1, ...,K)} is warped toward
{FEk (Ifixed, k = 1, ...,K)} by STN via the total deforma-
tion field φk at the kth pyramid level:
˜FEk (Imoving) = φk ◦ FEk (Imoving) (1)
The estimation of φk is introduced at Section 2.3.
C. Deformation Field Estimation and Propagation
First, a residual deformation field φkresidual at the k-level
pyramid is computed:
φkresidual = Gk
(
FEk (Ifixed) , ˜FEk (Imoving)
)
(2)
4where Gk(.) is a convolutional block (or a ResNet/DenseNet
block) at the kth pyramid level.
However, the residual deformation field φkresidual at the
kth scale cannot be directly upsampled and applied to
FEk+1 (Imoving). There are two issues to consider: First, as
no warping has been processed on FEk+1 (Imoving), we have
to sum the residual deformation fields on its all previous scales
{1, ..., k}. Second, we need to weigh the deformation fields of
different resolutions. For example, the magnitude of down2
deformation field should be doubled, and the magnitude of
down4 deformation field should be multiplied by 4, and so
on. By applying this method, the low-resolution deformation
fields can guide each voxel on the moving features to the
corresponding position during the upsampling process.
Therefore, the total deformation φkresidual at the k-level
pyramid needs to combine all residual deformation fields{
φjresidual, j = 1, ..., k − 1
}
in a balanced way, that is, re-
sampling and weighted summing operations:
φk =
k∑
j=1
2j−1 × up2j−1(φkresidual) (3)
D. Training Loss
Given that the multi-resolution loss calculation may disturb
the gradient optimization and decrease the convergence speed,
we only measure the similarity on the original resolution
warped image, enabling all scales to learn progressive align-
ments cooperatively.
Specifically, deformation fields at different scales have been
upsampled to the same size, that is, the highest spatial reso-
lution (k = 1). Moreover, the final output deformation field φ
that warps the moving image to the fixed image is obtained by
weighing the residual deformation fields of all previous scales.
φfinal = φ = 16× up16φ5residual + 8× up8φ4residual
+ 4× up4φ3residual + 2× up2φ2residual + 1× φ1residual (4)
Then, the training loss can be defined as the weighted sum
of the MSE between the warped image and the moving image
and the l2−norm gradients [33] of the deformation field φfinal
Lintensity = MSE(Ifixed, φfinal◦Imoving)+λGrad(φfinal)
=
1
Ω
∑
p∈Ω
[Ifixed(p)− [φfinal ◦ Imoving] (p)]2
+λ
∑
p∈Ω
(
∥∥∥∥∂φfinal(p)∂x
∥∥∥∥2+∥∥∥∥∂φfinal(p)∂y
∥∥∥∥2+∥∥∥∥∂φfinal(p)∂z
∥∥∥∥2)
(5)
in which p is a voxel and λ is a regularization parameter.
III. MATERIALS AND ASSESSMENT
A. Dataset
1) Simulated Data: We constructed 10 types of geometric
figures with textures and generated a series of affine + non-
linear deformation fields through the SyN [1] toolkit. Finally,
2500 2D images were generated. Among them, 2000 and 500
images were used for training and testing, respectively. The
size of the above images was 128 x 128 and the intensity
range is [0, 1]. No preprocessing scheme was used.
2) Real Brain Data: We evaluated our method on a large-
scale, multisite, multistudy dataset of 2953 T1-weighted 3D
brain MR images. Eight public datasets, namely, OASIS [32],
ADHD [33], ABIDE [34], PPMI [35], LPBA40 [36], ISBR18
[37], CUMC12 [37] and MGH10 [37], were used. We split
our dataset into 2623 and 250 volumes for the training and
validation sets, respectively. In addition, 80 volumes in the
LPBA40 (40 brain images, each with 56 manually-labeled
ROIs), ISBR18 (18 brain images, each with 96 manually-
labeled ROIs), CUMC12 (12 brain images, each with 130
manually-labeled ROIs) and MGH10 (10 brain images, each
with 106 manually-labeled ROIs) were only used for testing.
Standard preprocessing steps, including affine spatial nor-
malization, histogram matching, and rescaling to [0,1], were
performed, and the resulting images were cropped to 160 x
192 x 224. For the training data, we resized the input images
to 120 x 144 x 160 due to limited graphics processing unit
(GPU) memory. For the testing data, we used the images with
the size of 160 x 192 x 224 considering the processing steps
in VoxelMorph [12].
B. Evaluation Metrics
1) Simulated Data: As the simulated data were aligned by
a designed deformation field, a ground truth can be used to
evaluate registration accuracy. A known transform φg (p) was
applied to the moving data and deformed to the fixed data
using different deep learning registration methods. Therefore,
the accuracy of the registration method can be evaluated by
calculating MSE between (1) the warped image output from
different networks and the known fixed images (small values
are better) and (2) the obtained transforms using different
registration schemes φ (p) and the known transform φg (p)
(small values are better).
2) Real Brain Data: No ground truth was available for
the real brain data. We adopted Dice similarity coefficient
(DSC) of the annotated tissues to quantitatively evaluate the
registration performance of real brain data.
C. Comparison Methods
We select three state-of-the-art registration methods, in-
cluding two traditional methods (Diffeomorphic Demons
(D.Demons) [39] and SyN [1]), and one deep learning
method (VoxelMorph [12]), for comparison. Furthermore,
we performed experiments with/without some components of
our PRDFE-Module, without pyramidal feature and residual
warping components, and marked them as VoxelMorph with
IPRDFE (Image Pyramidal Residual Deformation Fields Es-
timation), VoxelMorph with PDFE (pyramidal deformation
field estimation without “residual” module), and VoxelMorph
with PRDFE (our proposed module).
5Figure 3: Image Intensity MSE and Deformation Field MSE with respect to ground truth with different regularization parameters.
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Figure 4: Visualization registration performance of 6 examples with Large, Median and Small Deformation in simulated dataset.
Green box indicates inaccurate alignment results and orange box indicates unreasonable deformable registration.
6Figure 5: Image Intensity MSE and Deformation Field MSE with respect to Large, Median and Small Deformation.
Table I: Statistical test results on comparisons between different registration methods
VoxelMorph VoxelMorph with PDFE VoxelMorph with IPRDFE VoxelMorph with PRDFE
Image Intensity MSE 0.0051± 0.0030 0.0030± 0.0020 0.0011± 0.0011 0.0006± 0.0007
Deformation Field MSE 132.2309± 83.0509 138.4297± 90.0017 6.0331± 6.5563 3.1005± 4.8268
D. Implementation details
We implemented our method based on the CVPR-version
code 1 in VoxelMorph-2 with MSE loss. Each network was
trained with a 12GB NVIDIA R© PascalTM TITAN Xp general-
purpose GPU on a high-performance computing cluster for 1
h on simulated data and 48 h on real brain data, separately. All
parameters were set as default, including the ADAM optimizer,
a learning rate of 1e-4, and a mini-batch of 4. For the simulated
data, the regularization parameter with the highest image
registration accuracy was selected. Moreover, the number for
each encoding feature channel is [144, 160, 160, 160] and
[160, 160, 160, 160, 160, 144, 144] for each decoding feature
channel. For brain data, all registration methods chose a
regularization of 0.001. The number for each encoding feature
channel is [24, 40, 40, 40] and [40, 40, 40, 40, 40, 24, 24] for
each decoding feature channel.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulated Data
1) Sensitivity to Regularization Parameter: We conducted
a simulation-based experiment to investigate the sensitivity of
different deep learning registration methods to the involved
regularization parameters (i.e., λ). We directly computed the
MSE between warped and fixed image and that of output
deformation field with ground truth deformation field under the
condition of different regularization parameters (Fig. 3). The
image intensity MSE of all deep learning methods was lower
when the weight of the regularization term was small. This
may be due to the high degree of freedom of the deformation
field, which causes a point to be warped to multiple positions,
and the interpolation results in an image that is highly similar
to the fixed image. As the weight of the regularization term
gradually increased, the image intensity MSE of VoxelMorph
and VoxelMorph with PDFE increased sharply, indicating that
1https://github.com/voxelmorph/voxelmorph
once there is a tendency to one-to-one alignment, its registra-
tion accuracy will be severely reduced. However, the image
intensity MSE of VoxelMorph with IPRDFE and VoxelMorph
with PRDFE still maintained a low level, and the registration
accuracy was stable. Moreover, the deformation field MSE of
VoxelMorph with IPRDFE and VoxelMorph with PRDFE also
maintained a low level, except at λ = 0.001. Finally, image
MSE showed the best performance separately in VoxelMorph,
VoxelMorph with PDFE, VoxelMorph with IPRDFE, and Vox-
elMorph with PRDFE when λ = 0.001, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.05,
respectively. Therefore, the above parameters were chosen to
evaluate the registration performance of these methods.
2) Registration Performance with Different Deep Learning
Registration methods: Figs. 4 and 5 show the visualization
and quantitative results of different deep learning registration
methods on simulated data. Although VoxelMorph with PDFE
is superior to VoxelMorph in evaluating the MSE of warped
and fixed images, the deformation output from VoxelMorph
with PDFE is still unreasonable. This result is because neither
VoxelMorph nor VoxelMorph with PDFE considers whether
the receptive field of the convolution kernels covers the
corresponding features in moving and fixed images. When
considering the above problem, VoxelMorph with IPRDFE
and VoxelMorph with PRDFE both achieve good registration
accuracy and reasonable deformation fields. However, our
method (VoxelMorph with PRDFE) has the best registration
accuracy and the most reasonable deformation field, especially
for large deformations. All quantitative results are listed in
Table I.
B. Real Brain Data
We performed registrations for a total of N×(N−1) possi-
ble pairs of template and subject images for each registration
method under comparison, where N is the number of images
in the testing dataset. The evaluation results are summarized
in Table II. The mean and standard deviation of DSC were
provided. In the four testing datasets, the DSC scores of our
7Table II: Results for IBSR18, CUMC12, MGH10, LPBA40 in term of DSC (%).
Dataset Brain Tissue D.Demons SyN VoxelMorph VoxelMorphwith PDFE
VoxelMorph
with IPRDFE
VoxelMorph
with PRDFE
ISBR18 GM 84.79± 2.36 83.40± 2.24 84.10± 5.53 83.98± 4.01 85.14± 3.82 85.37± 4.55
WM 83.41± 3.40 80.38± 2.32 81.39± 6.27 81.20± 4.83 82.77± 4.21 83.94± 4.27
CUMC12 GM 76.81± 4.61 75.38± 7.23 77.46± 6.61 77.53± 5.74 78.91± 4.41 80.00± 4.68
WM 85.11± 3.12 82.98± 4.65 84.52± 4.40 84.53± 3.90 86.12± 2.85 87.46± 2.88
MGH10 GM 82.35± 4.17 80.94± 6.17 83.22± 5.24 83.39± 4.59 84.29± 3.8 84.93± 3.53
WM 85.86± 3.98 84.39± 4.89 86.57± 4.09 86.60± 3.64 87.71± 2.9 88.74± 2.69
LPBA40 GM 80.19± 5.34 77.17± 5.87 82.55± 2.93 83.06± 2.67 83.61± 2.42 85.18± 2.32
WM 83.03± 3.89 80.41± 4.26 85.78± 2.34 85.92± 2.20 86.86± 1.92 88.63± 1.88
Moving image Fixed image
D.Demons SyN Voxelmorph Voxelmorph withPFW
Voxelmorph with
IRW
Voxelmorph with
PFRW
Figure 6: Visualization registration performance of an example in LPBA40 dataset. Green box indicates inaccurate alignment
results and orange box indicates unreasonable deformable registration.
proposed module (VoxelMorph with PRDFE) were higher than
those of the basic VoxelMorph and other VoxelMorph with
only some components. Moreover, the DSC scores for Vox-
elMorph with PRDFE achieved the best performance among
all registration methods, including traditional registration and
other deep learning registration methods. The visualization
of the registration results in Fig. 6 shows that our proposed
method achieved more accurate surface alignment especially
in the regions indicated by the green box and more reasonable
deformable results in the regions indicated by the orange box
compared with other methods.
V. DISCUSSION
The main concern in traditional registration and deep learn-
ing registration methods is to find the corresponding features
in moving and fixed images. However, current deep learning
registration methods do not consider an essential problem:
the deep learning registration method can only search for
corresponding features within the limited receptive field of
the convolution kernel. If there are no corresponding features
in the receptive field of the convolution kernel, deep learning
networks will only push/pull the points in the receptive field
randomly and obtain a warped image similar to the fixed image
by interpolation. This is not a “true” registration process,
and its output deformation field is not reasonable. Although
8multiple convolutions can slightly increase the receptive field
of the convolution kernel and multiple downsampling can
increase the receptive field of the convolution kernel at low res-
olution registration, this problem still exists in high-resolution
registration.
Our proposed method solves this problem with simple but
effective techniques. The first is the shared weight pyramidal
feature descriptor. The moving and fixed images were convo-
luted with the same kernels, which capture the corresponding
features of different scales existing in both moving and fixed
images. Determining the correspondence for multiscale feature
descriptors is obviously more robust than for the intensity of
a voxel. The second is the feature warping module. A small
searching range rather than a large searching range is used
to establish voxel correspondences because the feature space
distance between the images has been reduced by a feature
warp layer at each pyramid level. This effectively reduces
the computational burden raised by the explicit matching. The
third is the residual deformation field estimation and weighted
summation module. Although the residual deformation field
reduces the difficulty of solving the large deformation field,
directly applying the residual deformation field to the motion
features on the next scale may interfere with the accurate
output of the deformation field. The weighted summation
module can balance the residual deformation fields of different
scales, so that all scales can cooperate to learn progressive
alignment. In this way, the corresponding features with large
deformation are covered by the receptive field of multiple
3 × 3 convolutional kernels at the lower-resolution stage.
Then, a rough estimation of displacements is output and
carefully and accurately applied to the higher-resolution stage
such that moving features are closer to their corresponding
fixed features. The higher-resolution stage, which receives the
original fixed and warped moving features as inputs, only
needs to handle smaller residual deformations to further refine
the deformation field estimation.
The visualization and quantification experiments on simula-
tion data have proven our concerns and the effectiveness of our
proposed module. VoxelMorph and VoxelMorph with PDFE
do not consider whether the receptive field of the convolution
kernel covers the corresponding features in moving and fixed
images and cannot achieve “real” registration. It can only rely
on reducing the regularization term weight and enlarging the
degree of the deformation field to achieve the warped image;
that is, a point is moved to multiple positions, and an image
that looks reasonable and similar to the fixed image is obtained
through interpolation.
Moreover, our results on real brain data demonstrated that
our proposed VoxelMorph with PRDFE improved registration
accuracy through a better and more reasonable estimation of
the large deformation field compared with other methods. Our
proposed method could improve its registration performance
(Table II for DSC of GM/WM brain structures) compared with
basic VoxelMorph.
Some limitations exist in our work. First, several pre-
processing steps, including affine registration and histogram
matching, are needed in our framework. The former is used
to simplify the optimization of subsequent and more complex
deformable image registration. Although it can be alleviated
by propagating the coarse-level displacements and feature
warping module, it is better to jointly train a global and local
subnetwork if there is significant memory usage. The latter
is used to handle domain differences among different brain
datasets. Without this, the time and complexity of training
will increase greatly.
Second, compared with traditional registration method, the
output deformation field of real brain data lacks rationality, in
which more percentages of voxels with a non-positive Jacobian
determinant exist. This limitation appears in all deep learning
registration frameworks. How to ensure the rationality of the
deformation field and improve the accuracy of registration is
one of our future research directions.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we introduced a residual deformation field
estimation network with pyramidal feature warping module,
which ensures that the corresponding features of moving and
fixed images are within the receptive field of the convolution
kernel. The burden of the large deformation between images
can be alleviated by iteratively reducing the distance of the
feature space in a coarse-to-fine manner. Simulation results and
real brain data show that the registration accuracy can be im-
proved and that the deformation field is more reasonable when
applying our proposed module on VoxelMorph. In summary,
the proposed model could be directly applied to many practical
registration problems because it is an accurate and easy-to-
embed method for deep learning registration framework.
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